Samsung
RB30N4050B1
290L Bottom
Mount Fridge
Organise and store your food in a refrigerator that offer
ultimate convenience. With its upper and lower
compartments, you can now keep your groceries fully
organised with the Samsung 2 Door Flex which gives
you two fridges and a freezer compartment for ultimate
convenience. Key Features Keeps your meat and fish
fresh for two times longer The Optimal Fresh zone is a
smartly designed drawer that provides the ideal
environment to preserve your meat and fish, keeping
them fresh for up to two times longer* without freezing.
Adapt to your storage needs Besides using the Optimal
Fresh zone to store your meat and fish, the drawer can
also be converted back into a fridge to fit your storage
needs by simply sliding the knob located at the back of
the compartment. Works smart, stays young, saves
more Digital Inverter Technology automatically adjusts
the compressor speed in response to cooling demand,
thus using less energy, while minimising noise and
reducing wear and tear for a longer-lasting
performance. Samsung also guarantees the durability of
its Digital Inverter Compressor with a 10-year warranty.
Clean air inside for preservation of flavours The
deodorising filter keeps the fridge clean and fresh by
passing air through an Activated Carbon filter,
preserving the original food flavours for a longer span of
time. Enough space for everyone The large capacity of
the Optimal Fresh zone, freezer and veggie box means
there’s plenty of space to store your weekly groceries.
The compartments also help to keep your groceries
neatly organised so that it’s much easier to find
everything at one glance. Cools every corner evenly
The All-around Cooling system continually monitors any

temperature fluctuation and cools the fridge evenly from
corner to corner. Cold air is blown out through multiple
vents on every shelf level to create a multi-directional
airflow, so that a constant temperature is maintained
and food stays fresh longer. Contemporary design The
sleek design of the bottom mount freezer creates a
clean and contemporary look that enhances the interior
of your kitchen. The minimalist stainless steel finish and
strikingly beautiful flat doors adds another level of
sophistication. *image are for illustration purposes only

Features
General

Brand
Model
Product
Type

Samsung
RB30N4050B1
2-Door Fridges

Dimensions

Weight (kg)
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(cm)
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(cm)
Product Depth
(cm)

59
170cm
59.5cm
66.3cm
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